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01 felt. But the supreme contribution was made by Hamilton and
Madison, with, some help from John Jay, in the series o£ essays
all signed PubHus, and called The Federalist, which began on
October 27 and continued in New York newspapers till after the
eighty-five numbers were brought together in two volumes in
March and May respectively. Tlie Federalist at once took its
place as almost a part of the Constitution itself, and the master-
piece of all thiriMng and writing about federal government
Gouverneur Morris was asked to join the others in the under™
taking, but for some reason declined. Jay, who had assisted in
making the treaty of peace with England and was now Con-
gress's secretary of foreign affairs, contributed five essays con-
cerned with the Constitution and international relations. Madison,
in New York as member of Congress from Virginia, did not take
a hand till after nine essays had been printed, and left for home
after writing No. 63. From then on the whole burden, except for
No. 64 by Jay, fell on Hamilton, who had originated the series
in order to counteract the powerful New York opposition led
by Governor Clinton.
The Federalist could not be a systematic exposition, because it
was written under the ire of miscellaneous objections which had
to be answered. Jay had not been a delegate to the Federal Con-
vention, and came in as a well-disposed outsider. Hamilton did
not even like the federal government which had been chosen
instead of the consolidated national government he preferred.
Madison, who could regard the Constitution as at so many points
Ms own achievement, might be expected to be partial. All three
of the writers might have been irritable under Antifederalist
abuse. But they avoided personalities and picayune contentions,
raised the whole argument to the highest level of political theory
and practice, and followed an order that gave their discussions
a cumulative effect. Most of the points they made had come up
in the Convention, and had there been stormily debated. Now
they were brought to public scrutiny, clarified, enlarged, put
into permanent language. To read and understand them was the
next thing to having had a hand in making the Constitution, They
were widely reprinted. Their immediate influence is hard to trace,
for they were without the passion and prejudice which rouse
quick responses. But there can be no doubt that these papers, so

